
MATRIX MEDIUM 
– powered

The size and shape of the wash basin with inward 
curving front edge, enables standing and seated 
users to get close to running water and operate the 
tap.

Rounded corners make MATRIX MEDIUM basins 
easy to clean. The raised back edge and surface 
profile directs water splashes back into the bowl.

MATRIX MEDIUM wash basin brackets are mounted 
on the wall away from the floor. This provides space 
for wheelchair foot plates and coved slip resistant 
flooring.

Design and aesthetics take priority
Pressalit Care’s MATRIX MEDIUM is a wash basin 
with a unique design and concealed plumbing. The 
concealed plumbing improves hygiene and provides 
better access underneath.

Front mounted integrated operating buttons adjust 
the height of the wash basin by up to 200mm. The  
operating buttons clearly indicate up and down and 
are easy to use.

The wash basin design includes integrated hand grips 
with rounded edges for a comfortable and secure hold.
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Ergonomic wash basin
R2122000 With tap hole Ø36 mm and  

integrated overflow

R2123000 With tap hole Ø36 mm. Without 
overflow

Materials:
Wash basin: Cultured marble with a high-  
 polished, pore-free sanitary gel   
 coating

Wash basin bracket: 
 Powder-coated steel and 
 polystyrene

Mounting:
Wash basin bracket: 
 Mounted directly on the wall   
 raised from the floor

Wash basin: Bolt-mounted. 

ACCESSORIES:
RT622  
Tap with long rotatable spout

RT623  
Tap with thermostatic mixer valve - 
TMV3-rated

RT631  
Tap with sensor

LA1319  
Drain fitting, ring, chain and plug

LA1321   
Drain fitting, pop-up-plug

Wash basin bracket
R4822000 MATRIX electric wash basin bracket 

with cover and concealed flexible 

feed and waste, 200 mm height 

adjustable with integrated operating 

buttons in the wash basin. Includes 

flexible plumbing kit LA8932
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